SMEG

50’s RETRO STYLE
For 70 years Smeg, based in Guastalla in the Emilia Romagna region of Italy, has been interpreting the demands of contemporary living to create domestic appliances which go beyond simple kitchen tools to become true furnishings and accessories, undisputed expressions of the best Italian design.

Thanks to an extreme focus on quality, functionality, aesthetics and ergonomics, Smeg has become synonymous with Italian style and quality, exporting Italian creativity, passion and design all around the world with pride.
Smeg’s 50’s Retro Style line is a combination of technology and aesthetics, functionality and style, which evokes the unmistakable shapes and atmospheres of the 50’s styleosophy. Bright colours, rounded lines and retro styling are reinterpreted with a modern view to create products which become the stars of the kitchen.
Rounded curves and chrome-plated details perfectly co-ordinate the interior and outer door of the refrigerator.
The range of refrigerators which have become a creative cult style icon is refreshed with interiors boasting innovative technological features and unmistakably refined details.

A NEW SOUL
FAB28

ELEGANT CHROME-PLATED TRIM
The profiles of the glass shelves and balconies feature shiny chrome-plated trim which draws on retro design.

MULTIFLOW COOLING SYSTEM
The new cooling system distributes cold air in a uniform manner throughout the refrigerator, ensuring food is correctly preserved.

VENTILATION SYSTEM
The air is constantly and homogeneously diffused in order to attain the ideal moisture level for food preservation.

LED LIGHTS
The interior is lit by a LED strip which runs along the refrigerator walls.

ELECTRONIC TEMPERATURE CONTROL
The side thermostat offers electronic, and where required, manual temperature regulation, for personalized setting.

LIFE PLUS DRAWER
Special zone with a temperature range of -2 - +3°C, ideal for keeping more perishable foods such as meat and fish.

FRUIT AND VEGETABLES DRAWER
It features a perforated panel which can be adjusted to customise the compartment’s level of ventilation and humidity.
FAB30

LIFE PLUS DRAWER
Special zone with a temperature range of -2 - +3°C, ideal for keeping more perishable foods such as meat and fish.

FRUIT AND VEGETABLES DRAWER
It features a perforated panel which can be adjusted to customise the compartment’s level of ventilation and humidity.

ELEGANT CHROME-PLATED TRIM
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ELEGANT CHROME-PLATED TRIM
The profiles of the glass shelves and balconies feature shiny chrome-plated trim which draws on retro design.

VENTILATION SYSTEM
The air is constantly and homogeneously diffused in order to attain the ideal moisture level for food preservation.
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The interior is lit by a LED strip which runs along the refrigerator walls.
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ELEGANT CHROME-PLATED TRIM
The profiles of the glass shelves and balconies feature shiny chrome-plated trim which draws on retro design.

VENTILATION SYSTEM
The air is constantly and homogeneously diffused in order to attain the ideal moisture level for food preservation.
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The interior is lit by a LED strip which runs along the refrigerator walls.

ELECTRONIC TEMPERATURE CONTROL
The side thermostat offers electronic, and where required, manual temperature regulation, for personalized setting.

ELEGANT CHROME-PLATED TRIM
The profiles of the glass shelves and balconies feature shiny chrome-plated trim which draws on retro design.
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ELEGANT CHROME-PLATED TRIM
The profiles of the glass shelves and balconies feature shiny chrome-plated trim which draws on retro design.

MULTIFLOW COOLING SYSTEM
The new cooling system distributes cold air in a uniform manner throughout the refrigerator, ensuring food is correctly preserved.

VENTILATION SYSTEM
The air is constantly and homogeneously diffused in order to attain the ideal moisture level for food preservation.

LED LIGHTS
The interior is lit by a LED strip which runs along the refrigerator walls.

ELECTRONIC TEMPERATURE CONTROL
The side thermostat offers electronic, and where required, manual temperature regulation, for personalized setting.

LIFE PLUS DRAWER
Special zone with a temperature range of -2 - +3°C ideal for keeping more perishable foods such as meat and fish.

FRUIT AND VEGETABLES DRAWER
It features a perforated panel which can be adjusted to customise the compartment’s level of ventilation and humidity.

NO-FROST
Prevents the formation of ice in the freezer. Food is preserved correctly and retains its texture, taste and flavour.
50's STYLE FRIDGE WITH ICE COMPARTMENT, RIGHT HAND HINGE, 60 CM

REFRIGERATOR
Multiflow Cooling System
Fresh food capacity: 244 l (223 l + 21 chiller)
Life plus zone 0°C
LED internal light
3 adjustable glass shelves
Glass crisper cover
Fruit and vegetables drawer on sliding rails
Inner door with 1 adjustable shelf and 1 bottle shelf with wire support

FREEZER
4 stars rating
Frozen food capacity: 26 l

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Energy efficiency class A+++ 
Noise level: 38 dB(A)
Energy consumption: 139 kWh per year
Freezing capacity: 2 Kg/24h
Thaw time: 12 h
Dimensions (HxWxD): 153x60x72,8 cm
50's STYLE FRIDGE WITH ICE COMPARTMENT, RIGHT HAND HINGE, 60 CM

REFRIGERATOR
Multiflow Cooling System
Fresh food capacity: 244 l (223l + 21 chiller)
Life plus zone 0°C
LED internal light
3 adjustable glass shelves
Glass crisper cover
Fruit and vegetables drawer on sliding rails
Inner door with 1 adjustable shelf and 1 bottle shelf with wire support

FREEZER
4 stars rating
Frozen food capacity: 26 l

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Energy efficiency class A+++ 
Noise level: 38 dB(A)
Energy consumption: 139 Kwh per year
Freezing capacity: 2 Kg/24h
Thaw time: 12 h
Dimensions (HxWxD): 153x60x72,8 cm
50’S STYLE ‘NO FROST’ FRIDGE-FREEZER, RIGHT HAND HINGE, 60 CM

REFRIGERATOR
Multiflow Cooling System
Fresh food capacity: 234 l (204 l + 30 chiller) Life plus zone 0°C with electronic control
LED internal light
Digital display with independent double temperature control (refrigerator and freezer)
Special function: Holiday, Fast freezing, Fast cooling, Temperature alarm
3 adjustable glass shelves
Glass crisper cover
Fruit and vegetables drawer on sliding rails
Inner door with 3 adjustable shelves with wire support

FREEZER
Four stars
3 drawers
Frozen food capacity: 97 l

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Energy efficiency class A+++ 
Noise level: 37 dB(A)
Energy consumption: 178 kwh per year
Freezing capacity: 5 Kg/24h
Thaw time: 40 h
Dimensions (HxWxD): 196,8x60,1x72,8 cm
**50'S STYLE 'NO FROST' FRIDGE-FREEZER, RIGHT HAND HINGE, 60 CM**

**REFRIGERATOR**
- Multiflow Cooling System
- Fresh food capacity: 234 l (204 l + 30 l chiller) Life plus zone -0°C with electronic control
- LED internal light
- Digital display with independent double temperature control (refrigerator and freezer)
- Special function: Holiday, Fast freezing, Fast cooling, Temperature alarm
- 3 adjustable glass shelves
- Glass crisper cover
- Fruit and vegetables drawer on sliding rails
- Inner door with 3 adjustable shelves with wire support

**FREEZER**
- Four stars
- 3 drawers
- Frozen food capacity: 97 l

**TECHNICAL FEATURES**
- Energy efficiency class A+++  
- Noise level: 37 dB(A)
- Energy consumption: 178 kWh per year
- Freezing capacity: 5 Kg/24h
- Thaw time: 40 h
- Dimensions (HxWxD): 196,8x60,1x72,8 cm
50'S STYLE 'NO FROST' FRIDGE-FREEZER, RIGHT HAND HINGE, 80 CM

REFRIGERATOR
Fresh food capacity: 343 l (315l + 28 chiller)
Multiflow Cooling System
Life Plus 0°C zone
LED internal light
3 adjustable glass shelves
2 Fruit and vegetables drawer on sliding rails
Glass crisper cover
Accessories: Cheese box, Butter tray, Egg tray
Inner door with 3 adjustable shelves and 1 bottle shelf with wire support

FREEZER
Frozen food capacity: 97 l
Fast freezing compartment
1 shelf
1 fixed glass shelf
Manual ice maker
Inner door with 2 adjustable shelves

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Energy efficiency class A++
Noise level: 44 dB(A)
Energy consumption: 300 kWh/year
Freezing capacity: 5.5 kg/24h
Thaw time: 40 h
Dimensions (HxWxD): 187,2x79,6x78 cm
**FAB10**

50’S STYLE FRIDGE WITH ICE COMPARTMENT, RIGHT HAND HINGE, 55 CM

**REFRIGERATOR**
- Fresh food capacity: 101 l
- LED internal light
- 2 adjustable glass shelves
- 1 fruit and vegetable drawer
- Glass crisper cover
- Accessories: Egg tray, Inner door with 1 adjustable shelf, 1 shelf with transparent cover, 1 bottle shelf with wire support

**FREEZER**
- Frozen food capacity: 13 l
- 1 ice cube tray

**TECHNICAL FEATURES**
- Energy efficiency class A+
- Noise level: 37 dB(A)
- Energy consumption: 169 Kwh per year
- Freezing capacity: 2kg/24h
- Dimensions (HxWxD): 96x54,3x68 cm

left hand hinge FAB10LR
left hand hinge FAB10LP
left hand hinge FAB10LB
left hand hinge FAB10LO
left hand hinge FAB10RDUJ2
left hand hinge FAB10RBL2
left hand hinge FAB10RWH2
left hand hinge FAB10ROR2
left hand hinge FAB10RRD2
Union Jack FAB10DUIJ2
left hand hinge FAB10DUIJ
50’S STYLE HAPPY BAR FRIDGE, RIGHT HAND HINGE, 55 CM

REFRIGERATOR
Fresh food capacity: 130 l
LED internal light
1 bottle shelf
Chrome wine rack
Basket and can separators
Inner door with 1 shelves with transparent cover, 1 balcony shelf, 1 bottle shelf with wire support

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Energy efficiency class A+
Noise level: 37 dB(A)
Energy consumption: 116 Kwh per year
Freezing capacity: 2kg/24h
Dimensions (HxWxD): 96x54,3x68 cm
50's STYLE MINIBAR COOLER,
RIGHT HAND HINGE, 40 CM

REFRIGERATOR
Net capacity: 31 lt
2 adjustable glass shelves
LED internal light
Door storage with 1 bottle shelf and
1 balcony shelf

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Energy efficiency class: D
Noise level: 0 dB(A)
Energy consumption: 275 KWh per year
Freezing capacity: 5 Kg/24h
Dimensions (HxWxD): 73,4x40,4x54 cm